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RWA’s Web site,
www.krwa.net,
recently got a
facelift. It has a new look,
new organization and new
features to make reading
easier no matter what type
of device you’re using. That
was a main goal – to make
the site more friendly to
mobile devices which are
being used by more and more
people to access the Internet.
KRWA’s site provides readers
with an array of in-depth source
news and information about
water and wastewater systems.
KRWA thinks readers will like the
new design and navigation that
helps people to easily find the
various links.
Here are some of the highlights of
the new site design.
Homepage information is presented in a more readable,
compact format. Across the top of the page you’ll find links
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to the various sections of the Web site – all organized in a
clean, easy-to-navigate design with less clutter. Drop
down menus make it easy to find anything from tech
assistance reports to financing options. When you click
on the topic in the main menu bar, an expanded
selection of related topics, columns and latest headlines
opens up.
The site loads faster – in fact, it loads a whole lot
faster. That’s because it is now housed on an
upgraded server with a more current operating
system. The site itself is also cleaner, less code and
more lightweight javascript. Web designer Jen
Sharp also streamlined the asp code that hits the
database, so it accesses fewer records and calls
back to the server less. Plus of course, the site
switched from MS Access to SQL Server 2012.
That helps with speed, too, because although
Access might run faster for the first hit, SQL
server hits function as a separate process, caches
results, uses ram and processing power when
not being queried, etc.
The new typeface is larger for better readability.
The new design is “responsive” – it will automatically
resize to fit your screen whether you’re reading on a desktop
or laptop computer, a tablet or a smartphone.

Www.krwa.net now features a "slider" tool
across the lower section of the homepage.
Users can access links from there or from
the pull down menu links at the top of the
page. The icons at the bottom of this page
also link.

KRWA's #1 mission is training and
technical assistance. The Web site
updates now allow readers to
select the "category" of training
to help narrow their searches.
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The “sliding bar” across the bottom is another way to
access major areas of the site.
To manage your contact information with KRWA, open
the “About” tab on the homepage and go to the last link –
“Contact”. There, enter any information change that you
want KRWA to know about.
“TRAINING” is KRWA’s #1 mission … and the new
training calendar in the upper right-hand section of the
homepage allows you to select on any date. Or open the
“Training” link and search for training by category. Or
check the “List All” at the bottom of the categories to
display all training sessions that are presently
scheduled. KRWA’s training calendar changes
weekly. Always check the KRWA training
calendar to verify what training will be held.
No password required! KRWA doesn’t require any
password or registration for anyone, anywhere to access any
page. KRWA is open with its information even to the point
that you don't even need to give us your’s in order to see
KRWA’s.
New SEARCH function. Another
helpful feature of the site is an
KRWA doesn’t require
improved SEARCH function. You can
any password or
find the search bar under “Online
registration for anyone,
Resources”. From there, select a section
of the site or search the entire site. It’s a
anywhere to access
fast way to find whatever you are
any page.
looking for.
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The new Web site will continue to
evolve and improve. KRWA appreciates
your feedback. Just email your
comments to krwa@krwa.net. Let us
know what you think or provide
suggestions.
KRWA appreciates the excellent
work of Jen Sharp of jensharp.com for
developing and making improvements
to the KRWA site.
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